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AAbbssttrraacctt
This essay explores how the decolonial practices of Latina
poet Alicia Borinsky in Frivolous Women and Other Sinners
(2009) and British �lmmaker and installation artist Isaac
Julien in Lessons of the Hour (2019) occasion open-ended
conceptions of the public that engage economic and
technological developments in tandem with questions of
individual encounters, objects, and values. Their �gurations
point beyond the domain of aesthesis to a view of aesthetic
publicity on which unprecedented social identities emerge
through interactions among multiple, often mutually
opposed platforms and assemblies. The essay o�ers working
de�nitions of aesthetic publicity and decolonial aesthetics
and continues by scrutinizing the functions of aesthetic
norms and public spaces in Stuart Hall’s decolonial cultural
theory. Investigating these functions in Borinsky and Julien
and signaling how publicity produces mobilities and
consolidations, tensions, impurities, and interminglings, the
essay underscores how a decolonial account that aims to
acknowledge the complexities of identity should ascribe a
central role to the operations of aesthetic publicity.
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11..  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn

Decolonial cultural theory has paid much attention to
questions of power, embodiment, subjectivity, language,
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a�ect, epistemology, and ontology, but less so to the topic of
aesthetic publicity.[1] By aesthetic publicity I mean the
aesthetically su�used structural organization shaping the
encounters among artists, cultural artifacts, and audiences
and marking modes of cultural production and reception.
How do a sonic collage, a mural, switching pronouns, or a
movie’s framing of bodies gear themselves toward a public?
In thinking about this, we need to avoid overly close pairings
between art and identity that pass over the myriad modes in
which aesthetic forms can touch and incite experience.
Moreover, we should consider the role of asymmetries
between �rst-world publics and constituencies in the Global
South, whose lateral interactions in many ways lack the
institutional sca�olding supporting cultural production in the
Global North. What kinds of aesthetic forms and
infrastructures foster necessary and desirable orientations
toward publics? In light of the need to collectively gather
around architectural sites, image �ows, archives, and sound
repertoires, how do publics bring themselves into being by
building on multivalent and disjointed histories? These are
questions that point to the territory of aesthetic publicity
and the manifold practices of publicity we undertake in it.

The �eld I am sketching encompasses social forces and
technological developments surrounding the ways in which
art-audience relations take shape and presuppose or
contribute to the engendering of artistic stances and
audience identities. Aesthetic publicity pertains to the
platforms or forums in which aesthetic encounters and
experiences take form. Besides the historical production and
emergence of di�erent kinds of publics, it concerns the
workings of aesthetic norms, codes, and strategies in the
culture, within and beyond the artwork. At issue are the
ways in which artworks reach into such structural and
normative elements and also give them form.[2]

Postcolonial and decolonial scholarship has in�uentially
disputed philosophical notions of aesthetic publicity as
theorist have debunked unwarranted universalisms,
scrutinized aesthetic traditions that have contended with
historical neglect and destruction, and pushed back against
the Eurocentrism of Enlightenment thought. This literature
has brought to the fore experiences and subjectivities
occluded by mainstream alignments of publicity centering
the positionalities of a class of white, well-educated males. It
has uncovered mechanisms of domination and exclusion
responsible for these impediments and elaborated
strategies of cultural production that run athwart these
mechanisms. The intellectual heritage that has given rise to
the aesthetic in its modern manifestations has come upon
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limits previously unsuspected, as its far-reaching
imbrications with coloniality stand out with increasing clarity.
Aesthetics as a discipline, a globalizing, institutionalized
cultural practice, and a �eld of normativity crisply
distinguished from epistemology and ethics has undergone
a sea-change, meeting lived realities with sharpened
methods of critical participation, reading, and analysis. While
the aesthesis-component of aesthetics has made a powerful
comeback over the last decades, whether in cultural
analyses attentive to imagination, a�ect, and perception or
in political inquiries exposing shifting arrangements between
di�erent facets of aesthesis, including thinking and
reasoning, this cannot be said of the publicity part.[3]

Filed away, aesthetic publicity makes its appearance in the
sidelines, as a problematic arrangement that is somehow
assumed or perhaps implicitly rewritten as we participate in
cultural interactions. But what if we look directly into this
messy, complex reality? Aesthetic publicity is a disconcerting,
even agonizing condition. It is hemmed in by a marketplace
that partially fuels it. It countenances pressures from
di�erent sides: from legitimate demands for a reckoning
with colonial legacies to less justi�able demands for
aesthetic purity, and conservative impulses to preserve
principles of cultural valorization whose heinous biases and
partialities are being exposed. The algorithms of Big Tech
mediate these sundry in�uences, channeled more massively
by routinized legal and political procedures aligned with
short-term economic gain than by geopolitical visions of the
ways data �ows can support worlds of cross-racial human
and cross-species �ourishing. And yet, aesthetic publicity
commands new interest in the arts, political theory, and
curatorial practice.[4] The phenomenon appears to be
deeply cherished. By exploring it, we can expect to
strengthen the conceptual frameworks of a decolonial
aesthetics.

In this essay, I hope to advance this project. I will start o�
with a working de�nition of decolonial aesthetics. Then I
highlight the question of aesthetic publicity via Stuart Hall’s
postcolonial work on culture and identity. Turning to the
arts, I consider the art-audience relation by way of poems in
the 2009 collection Frivolous Women and Other Sinners /
Frívolas y pecadoras by the Argentine-American poet-scholar
Alicia Borinsky, which investigate the position of the woman
poet as a public actor who locates herself ambivalently
inside and outside lettered culture and within and beyond
the strictures of cultural capital. My other informant will be
�lmmaker Isaac Julien, whose multi-screen installation
Lessons of the Hour (2019) foregrounds a plurinational,
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cross-racial, and transhistorical platform for aesthetic
publicity, as it examines Frederick Douglass’s view of
photography in a contemporary light.

22..  DDeeccoolloonniiaall  aaeesstthheettiiccss

By a decolonial aesthetics, I mean a critical engagement in
art, aesthetic/art theory, and other cultural practices with
coloniality.[5] Coloniality consists of a matrix of ongoing,
modern historical formations of space and time in which
structures of race, gender, sexuality, and nation, among
other social positions, intersect with each other.[6] Further,
coloniality is marked by reciprocal mediations between local
situations, such as a nation’s music education system, and
global arrangements, including the demands of the capitalist
marketplace and patterns of environmental destruction.[7]
As a set of practices that crisscross the domains of theory,
institutional existence, and the everyday, decolonial
aesthetics contests these formations at all three levels,
which interact with each other. Part of a decolonial
aesthetics is then also a critical, self-re�exive engagement
with the relationships between theory, ongoing institutional
histories, and day-to-day life.[8] In the realm of
contemporary artistic and cultural production, a decolonial
aesthetics creates objects, forms, norms, performances,
experiences, traditions, and collaborations that unsettle or
take a measure of distance from neocolonial modalities of
power and sociality. In the theoretical domain, a decolonial
aesthetics calls into question and rethinks socially
entrenched conceptual structures that support (neo)colonial
conditions of aesthetic meaning and normativity.

Decolonial agendas in aesthetics need not be self-
consciously apprehended in the lexicon of aesthetics,
decoloniality, intersectionality, or the mediation between the
global and local by its practitioners in order to qualify as
such. For example, Clarice Lispector’s novella The Hour of
the Star invites being read as an instance of a decolonial
critical race feminist aesthetics, although its author did not
explicitly conceptualize her work in these speci�c terms.[9] If
we wish to do justice to the novel, we have to recognize this
critical aspect, despite the fact that this language exceeds
the self-descriptions informing the relevant cultural practices
at the time.

Decolonial projects in aesthetics, as already indicated, are
critical ventures. We can acknowledge their critiques as
strengths, even if they go hand in hand with uncritical
gestures. These projects should not be regarded as practices
of cultural purity, to be located unambivalently on the “right”
side of history, a point Stuart Hall underscores in his
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re�ections on the politics of black cultural productions,
which we will soon consider in greater detail.[10] The Hour
of the Star refrains from problematizing racial con�gurations
that we need to challenge. Whereas the novel is far from
untroubled in moral and political respects, it develops
valuable decolonial aesthetic strategies that we must
recognize as components of its aesthetic character.[11] The
language of right and wrong, good and bad, and internal and
external to coloniality is not su�ciently nuanced to capture
the moral, political, and aesthetic work to be done in the
�eld of culture. We can a�rm that The Hour of the Star gives
a signi�cant twist to our understanding of the aesthetic
dynamics of global racial capitalism and gendered
modern/colonial sociality without unquali�edly valorizing the
novel’s stances.

Neither indexing an endpoint in a process of interpretation
or making, nor on a quest for unblemished moral and
political excellence, a decolonial aesthetics tasks itself with a
complex cultural agenda that a�rms elements of
uncertainty and opacity. In short, it amounts to a
multivalent, critical cultural politics of reading and making
that incites further readings and rereadings, further makings
and remakings.[12] With this understanding in place, I turn
to sociologist and cultural theorist Stuart Hall’s postcolonial
account of cultural politics, which gestures toward important
aspects of aesthetic publicity.

33..  IIddeennttiittyy,,  ccuullttuurree,,  aanndd  nnoorrmmaattiivviittyy::  RReeaaddiinngg  SSttuuaarrtt
HHaallll  oonn  tthhee  qquueessttiioonn  ooff  tthhee  ppuubblliicc

Facets of aesthetic publicity come to the surface via several
angles in Hall’s views of cultural politics and identity.
Because he stops short of developing these dimensions, I
will make them explicit in a synthetic and interpretive spirit.

Writing in the late 1980s and early 1990s, Hall outlines what
he describes as a new cultural politics of di�erence.[13] He
envisions a politics of cultural production, reception, and
interaction. Critically engaging patterns of social di�erence,
this politics “works with and through” intersectional
formations of di�erence and identity encoded in the
culture.[14] Black �lms and music enter into the creation of
black subjectivities, by which he means social positions (in
other words, locations within “discourse”) that function as
points of identi�cation and address (or, as he puts it
frequently, “enunciation”).[15] In his view, identities are
characterized by the dual aspects of persons’ identi�cations,
memories, desires, fantasies, imaginings, and experiences,
and the discursive conditions of possibility that yield
contingent sites within which these persons’ subjective lives
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take form.[16] Citing Judith Butler’s notion of feminism as a
political stance that refuses to take the category “woman” as
foundational, he regards identities, so conceived, as
products, rather than grounds, of a cultural politics.[17]

For Hall, cultural productions play a signi�cant part in these
politics, not only in the form of the subjective workings
already touched on but also speci�cally, and relatedly, in
virtue of their contributions to liberatory social struggles and
processes of coalition making across lines of social
di�erence.[18] He observes that the categories of aesthetic
value that inform the relevant critical politics arise as
elements within these practices, in contrast to
transcendental normative criteria.[19] I see here a distinctive
task for philosophical aesthetics: we need to theorize the
operations of contingently emerging aesthetic norms. Such
norms are not one-sided constructions belonging to either
the artwork’s or the audience’s side of aesthetic interactions,
and neither do they just bubble up in aesthetic contexts. I
propose to see them as items that are immanent in
structurally e�cacious public spaces, namely, in sites where
aesthetic publics meet with artworks.

Indeed, public spaces come to the assistance of several
central factors that Hall associates with identity. They are
important settings where the kinds of “enunciative
strategies” unfold that he considers productive of
identities.[20] On top of that, they must be counted among
the types of “historical and institutional sites” in which he
notes identities arise.[21] Public spaces are also key to
crucial facets of culture he emphasizes: they are formations
that harbor the sorts of dialogical modes and encounters
that, in his view, culture comprises.[22] In terms I elaborate
elsewhere, the contingent aesthetic norms Hall hypothesizes
arise and function as elements in structures of address
encompassing cultural makers, recipients, and works—three
entities that address and are addressed by each other.[23]
So emplaced, the relevant norms, I would argue, draw for
their workings on the mechanisms of address that go to
produce frameworks of aesthetic publicity. Philosophical
notions of aesthetic normativity and exchange need to take
cognizance of these dynamical processes.

Another angle of inquiry driving Hall’s account concerns the
impact of capital on global culture. Hall holds the capitalist
marketplace partially responsible for the contradictory and
impure features of black popular culture, factors he at the
same time attributes to the diasporic underpinnings of black
aesthetic repertoires.[24] Moreover, he points to cultural
and performative spaces and institutions as settings where
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the new cultural politics of di�erence is happening.[25]
Putting these two ideas together, I see a further
philosophical task arise: How do the aesthetic tensions and
impurities Hall discerns play out within the public sites that
take market constellations as their terrain of operation, even
if partially? What happens in the encounters between the
forces exercised by the marketplace and the aesthetic work
that is occurring in the spaces and institutions where we are
enacting a critical cultural politics? Philosophy faces the
challenge to recognize the ambivalences and frictions that
arise here.[26]

Hall o�ers a subtle account of what I like to describe as
aesthetically produced identity.[27] His inquiry into the
ideological and discursive dimensions of identity alerts us, in
fairly abstract terms, to modalities of cultural power,
embodiment, and unconscious psychic functioning that bear
on our identities.[28] More concretely, in the context of his
larger aim to dispel monolithic conceptions of the popular
and counter the weight of single-axis constructions of
identity, he stresses the signi�cance of a variety of local
cultural and aesthetic phenomena. He makes mention of
people’s locally unfolding everyday practices and
experiences, which include modes of bodily comportment,
such as hair styles and styles of walking, and ways of
nourishing companionship and community.[29] O�ering
further quali�cations for the notions of identity and culture
by registering an interchange between so-called high and
low cultural forms and dismissing binaries of resistance and
incorporation, the authentic and inauthentic, the
experiential and formal, he attests to the “ordering of
di�erent aesthetic morals, social aesthetics, the orderings of
culture that open up culture to the play of power.”[30] This
move, even if quite general and cryptic, is philosophically
consequential. I will o�er some decoding before running
with it.

With this gesture, Hall theorizes culture as a domain of
normative orderings where apparent categorial polarities
(such as black and British, masculine and feminine, middle
and lower class, mainstream and alternative sexualities) and
their attendant cultural stances are operative within each
other. The resulting cultural grid displays a mobile
interchange between inside and outside, or, in other words,
between subjectivities that are included in given categories
and ones that are left out. Positions in the culture shift;
boundary lines undergo destabilization.[31] Additionally, the
normative orderings making up culture, as Hall’s quick gloss
of them intimates, establish aesthetic orders, although we
are not told how this exactly transpires. O�ering a bit more
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speci�city, I would argue that they deploy aesthetic norms,
values, and codes. Pushing this suggestion further, we can
infer that the new politics of di�erence takes e�ect in a
realm of aesthetic meanings and practices circumscribed by
the relevant orderings.

Aesthetic publicity, I propose, is among these aesthetically
e�cacious orderings. It helps to shape the rich, evolving
patterns of experience hinted at only provisionally by way of
normative oppositions such as the contrast between elite
and subaltern, top and bottom, cooptation and liberation,
the concretely experiential and the formally abstract. As a
structural formation, aesthetic publicity contributes forces of
solidi�cation and stabilization to the mobile play of
di�erence Hall emphasizes. An embrace of publicity,
meanwhile, is compatible with an insistence on change.
Neither all-out liberatory nor wholly oppressive, partially
transparent and partially nontransparent, it is capable of
a�rming interiorities and opacities that elude mainstream
cultural norms.[32] Indeed, the idea of publicity attests to
points of possible intervention where mobility and traction
can take new form, where new dislocations can arise
alongside new consolidations. Thus, by bringing the notion
of aesthetic publicity to Hall’s account and to decolonial
aesthetics more generally, we can advance our insight into
the normative and structural dimensions of aesthetically
produced identity and culture.

In poems and a �lm installation, Alicia Borinsky and Isaac
Julien re�ect on aspects of aesthetic publicity revolving
around aesthetic norms and desires and on the
ambivalences and multiplicities su�using institutions. By
examining these artworks, I hope to sharpen our
understanding of the decolonial signi�cance of aesthetic
publicity. My reading will be partial: I will stress these writers’
critical engagement with the limits and possibilities of public
life having to do with aesthetic regimes of colonialist and
capitalist modernity and its concomitant racial and gendered
social and political order. Aesthetic publicity, as we live it, is
rattled. It is in a state of agitation. Borinsky and Julien
recognize our simultaneous desires for and struggles with
this disquiet. They highlight dimensions of public aesthetic
experience that ought to be cherished. Aesthetic publicity
proves to be a prized collaborative work in progress.

44..  TThhee  LLaattiinnaa  ppooeett  aass  aa  ppuubblliicc  aaccttoorr

Several poems in Frivolous Women and Other Sinners
comment on the nature of poetry. They investigate the
poet’s relation to her own writings as well as to other writers’
stories. Evidently, narration dwells in the territory of
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publicity: a domain where authors create texts for readers
and read one another. Economic as well as literary
desiderata bound to intertwining canonical practices and
commodifying plans exert their in�uence in this domain. The
frivolous reader-poet of Borinsky’s collection sidelines these
demands by means of an artful form of address.

Poetry, as the narrator divulges in “on poetry,” has been
telling us “lie after lie.” It imprisons. At the same time, it
voices desires that hint at voyages we can make to “another
world.”[33] The reader-poet delights in this space of
ambivalence. Yet, as we will see, she needs an addressee, an
interlocutor, to make her address. Enter the audience, often
personi�ed in the form of a general “they” and invested in
principles of pro�t, expediency, and status.

In “why does she read and write,” the “they” are the
“everybody” who have impressed on the poet that nothing is
for free. They are the “all” who are aware she’s in debt, thus
giving her an outsider position with respect to the
marketplace and the society, whose stated rules she �outs.
In “poetry de luxe,” they encompass the unnamed
representatives of established literature who have removed
the poet from the street and locked her into a gilded cage
built by the o�cial culture.

Kicking the poet out of her “useless” domicile in the city
subway, where she was in the habit of spending her days
“begging for / change smiles stories games,” the anonymous
overseers of the literary world make her over into a cultural
trophy.[34] The narrator-poet and her “gang of us” strike
back:

[ . . . ] we yank out her eyelashes

we frighten her with shrieks   we splotch her books

 

WE MAKE READY A VOICE HOWL ONLY

 

 

A GARDEN SUDDENLY JUNGLE

 

What deep silence awaits us my poor dear sparrows

Furiously messing up the poet’s proprietary cultural
demeanor, the gang restores poetry’s alliance with the
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sparrows, whose home is the city. Aesthetic norms and
desires require this habitat. Literate culture is the end of
poetry, commanding howling, sounds gone rogue. Corralled
nature turns wild. Silence rings from the gang of poets and
their companions, the city birds. In an important way
unaddressed, the poet stops addressing. Words just cease. A
period is not even necessary to mark the end of the poem.

Caving in to the fear that the poet’s tales have instilled in her
(“your stories made me fear the daytime”), the narrator in “i
care for you as if you were my own” accommodates the poet
as an outsider into her own, the narrator’s, aesthetic
phantasmagoria. The “i” herself, having donned a mask, sits
out the time by playing cards with her friends. We fathom
that the players have given up hope of creating social
change. They entertain themselves with already given
games. The narrator cares for the poet, whose stories have
hit home, by keeping her at a distance.

let’s not keep watch over the dream of that woman

she is an imposter

a fortune teller from the carnival

a dirty joke

a caramel stuck in the middle of the soul

The poet’s dreams and visions for the future are to be held
o�, not watched over. Unlike the excessively sweet tea the
narrator serves her friends, the poet’s sweetness and low-
blow humor are undigestible. The poet is othered yet
absorbed as an outsider whose presence jams up the
psyche. The notion of aesthetic autonomy, which I take to be
invoked by the aspect of distance, channels a care that
doubles as a dismissal, a form of belief that is
simultaneously disavowed. It legitimates a half-desired, half-
refused incorporation (“as if you were my own”).[35] The
reader narrating the poem — at once a reader and poet —
refuses to recognize this ambivalence. She has already
crammed too much inside for things to go smoothly,
however. And so it is by her own doing that she can’t swallow
the caramel she has ingested. It blocks the �ow of overly
sweet tea.

The distancing reader returns in “believe it there is poetry
here too.” Internalized vigilance on the poet’s part conforms
to the wishes of this reader, who enjoys seeing the poet in
her “well-starched” out�t. Such self-abnegation, the poem
suggests, is no less damning to the poet than being watched
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over by the custodians of entertainment or the
administrators of literate culture. Hence, the predicament of
the poet-character in this poem, whom we encounter
enamored of arti�ce and ambivalently adored and
addressed as “my star my decked out austere watch” (mi
estrella mi adornada austera vigía). Coupling the decorative
and the austere, the watchful woman artist takes on an
“enchanting” aesthetic comportment. But this guarded
stance, which condemns the self-bracing poet to reduced
interiority, won’t do for the poet-narrator, even if the reader,
gullibly, may detect poetry in this unlikely arrangement. The
vigilant artistic posture delimits the pleasure and shine
predicated of it: “everything is delight / brilliance of painted
wood.” The paradoxical role of the poet who plays it safe by
seeking to please her audience is perilously close to that of a
commodity. Watchfulness comes at the price of self-denial,
the overwriting of her own by others’ aesthetic values and
wishes.

Cautious self-restraint surrenders the lively creativity
Borinsky celebrates in “why does she read and write.”
Unafraid to ask for what she needs, blithely unhampered by
the obligation to pay back her debts, and unconcerned
about what others think of her, the poet-reader looks
turmoil into the face.

they’re aware she’s crafty

admire her barefaced manner

this gesture in the storm

Reading and writing, the poet goes barefaced, unaided by
phantasmagorias and masks. Outrageously, she asks more
from her audience than they know she is entitled to. They
count on the storm she has called on herself to overpower
her gesture. But the poet doesn’t even need to cover up in
order to keep getting things for free, outright cheater that
she is. Borinsky’s sly, desirous woman poet takes over from
Benjamin’s paralyzed angel of history as the inventor of a
social conscience.[36]

This is not to say that “engaged literature” is what she is
after, as we learn in the poem by that name. The engaged
writer has left the revolution, visited by dental pain. Relieved
from his pain and infatuated with a woman who is after his
money, he settles on a tranquilized poetics, pledging to
“cultivate his garden and make poems with instructions that
would be followed by poor boys here and there, teeth still
perfect, sparkling piss and unsel�sh sweethearts (novias
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desinteresadas).” Our woman poet refuses this sanitized
public with its impeccable, risk-aversive, supposedly
disinterested aesthetic experience. She needs a sullied
audience, muddled, adventurous, no less on the edge than
she, an audience that bites at its peril.

The frivolous poet craves and summons this public in “the
show starts when you arrive.” Unlike those who return home
when the performance is over (“they” who politely wish each
other “good-bye”), she �nds her inspiration underneath the
chairs in the theater, in the dust, the spider webs, and
perfumes she releases by “scratch[ing] in the carpet.” The
show commences only once “you” arrive—you, whom she
takes as her addressee for less stilted communications:

I write you insulting letters

tell you my secrets

we laugh at ourselves without reaching the exact
note

without fuss

without rhyme or
reason

Aesthetic intimacy and self-re�ection take place within an
institutionalized public forum, yet outside the constraints of
culturally authorized performance. The direct address to this
public carries the untempered possibilities — in their
ambivalence, their full promise and threat, their normative
abundance — of aesthetic exchange.[37]

Publicity is vital, in Borinsky’s poetry. The city streets, the
theater, and the collective space of joint reading and writing
are the habitats of aesthetic production. This public space,
moreover, is a realm where we can work to throw o�
modern, colonial, and gendered demands for marketability.
Here, we can seek to enact liberatory relations between self
and other, intrepidly facing our needs for public forms of
intimacy and delight. Yielding to these longings and their
attendant aggressions, we can enact aesthetic norms that
we set for ourselves in contrast to what is imposed by
authorized cultural normativity. This doesn’t mean a
jettisoning of institutionality, but implies a recognition of its
multiplicity, two aspects of aesthetic publicity that Borinsky’s
�gure of the theater, its chairs, and its carpet ingeniously
brings together. Public connectedness, as desired and
incompletely engendered by the frivolous poet-reader,
eludes marketable modalities of (self)-distancing and
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proximity. It circumvents puri�ed and dulled modes of
address among artist and audience, whether defanged
through the mediations of presumed artistic autonomy or
the desiderata of engagement. Cultural agency in the public
realm cannot o�er the security of having the right in hand.
Poetry, which has “told us lie after lie,” is not about to stop
lying.[38] Cultural agency needs to face up to a normative
ambivalence even as we do our utmost to dispel the lies we
inherit and to create liberatory identities and coalitions
across di�erence. The aesthetic, as a sphere of publicity, is
fundamentally polyvalent, no matter how determinedly we
attempt to bring about a better, more sustainable world.
Indeed, aesthetic publicity, Borinsky’s poems suggest, is
critical to our ability to collectively inhabit the tensions,
antagonisms, intimacies, and visions that we long to give
aesthetic form — with a freeing laughter “at ourselves” to
supplant the “exact note” as a sign that the show has started.

55..  PPuubblliicciittyy  iinn  IIssaaaacc  JJuulliieenn’’ss  LLeessssoonnss  ooff  tthhee  HHoouurr

In his ten-screen �lm installation, Lessons of the Hour
(2019), Isaac Julien investigates Frederick Douglass’s theory
of photography, both in its own right and in view of twenty-
�rst-century racial con�icts. The work features multiple
audiences, from the attendees at Douglass’s orations and
the visitors of his Washington D.C. home, preserved as a
museum, to the onlookers at Fourth of July parades and the
(potential) beholders of surveillance footage documenting
Black Lives Matter protests, or, in other words, a global
media audience.[39] The installation weaves lines of
connection between the natural landscape and a past of
racial violence, between Douglass’s political work and his
�rst and second wives Anna Murray Douglass’s and Helen
Pitts Douglass’s activist labor,[40] and between human and
non-human animals, the latter exempli�ed by the watchful
eye of Douglass’s horse.[41] Lessons thus elaborates an
ample notion of aesthetic publicity that informs our
experiences of nature, living beings, domesticity, and
institutional spaces alike.

The manifold dimensions marking the contents of what
occurs within public frames stand out marvelously as we
take in and bring together the at once complementary and
disjunctive images lighting up from panels larger and
smaller, more central and more peripheral. The installation
critically examines patterns of publicity. At the same time, it
celebrates aesthetic publicity as a condition for the
realization of cultural memory and for the work of critical
re�ection on history and the present. Thus, Julien stresses
the centrality of aesthetic publicity to the struggle for racial,
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gender, and environmental justice.

A citation from a lynching scene in an Oscar Micheaux �lm
locates memories of racial violence in an idyllic wooded
landscape where Frederick Douglass (Ray Fearon), walking
toward the audience, had remarked just moments ago on
the importance of the point of view from which things are
seen (�g. 1).[42] Ominously, he had found himself
surrounded by the “eyes, legs, and ears” of “wild beasts.”
Altering his perception, however, a perspective from up
close had him amid the knots and broken limbs of trees
instead.[43] Audiences multiply: we become conscious of
di�erent historical and present-day publics for acts of racial
terrorization, which accompany our sense of Micheaux’s
audience and, by extension, the audience of Julien’s
installation, which includes the viewer.

Figure 1. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

 

Douglass’s observation about point of view morphs into
questions for the spectator: What is her point of view? What
audience does she belong to? At stake is the spectator’s
experience: What can she perceive? Can she recognize the
e�ects of racist terror? These questions concern our
collective abilities for seeing. In one go, they interrogate
aesthetic experience and the public spaces where it occurs.
The spectator wonders whether the sphere of publicity she
occupies can open up aesthetic experience to its full
richness. Is she capable of apprehending the expansive
aesthetic, epistemic, social, political, historical, and corporeal
meanings that our experience can encode if we, in e�ect,
attune it to actual circumstances? Or does her point of view
occlude realities that need acknowledgment? Providing
resources for a reply — yet one that, in the end, it is left up
to the audience to provide — the installation brings to the
observer’s awareness several audiences.

Julien’s ten-screen design, hanging in a semicircle, is
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reminiscent of nineteenth-century picture galleries and
panoramas (�g. 2).[44] And so, the viewer can imagine
herself as a member of a transhistorical gathering rallied
around these exhibition venues. Historical sites of aesthetic
publicity, the work insists, can support aesthetic forms,
contents, and publics unforeseeable at the time these sites
emerged, including the ones realized and beckoned by the
installation. These sites can harbor bodies, images, and
collectives to come.

Figure 2. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, installation view McEvoy
Foundation for the Arts, San Francisco 2020 (photo: Henrik Kam). Courtesy

of the artist.

 

The installation enacts in this regard a notion of aesthetic
publicity that is close to its protagonist’s vision. For Douglass,
photography forges an expanded site of aesthetic publicity.
He invests the medium with a democratizing power.
Lecturing in front of a transhistorical, cross-racial audience
gathered in an auditorium, the activist, theorist, and
performer observes that photography “has brought us all
within range of the Daguerrean apparatus.”[45] Technologies
of the image create platforms of aesthetic publicity and
shape the publics frequenting them, a point the installation
illustrates by showing sequences in a picture salon where
Douglass and his friends, family, and colleagues join up to
look at photographs and talk about them (�g. 3).
Intermittently, other screens show images of photographic
portraits, characters peering through viewing devices, and
shots of J. P. Ball’s studio, which Douglass and his �rst wife
visit to have their pictures taken, making for resplendent
contemporary photos on which Julien dwells in luminous
detail. Intimacy appears to spread to larger settings. The
thrilling ensemble of images is also intercut with shots of the
auditorium where Douglass is lecturing on photography:
Douglass’s own audience is a product of the at once
centripetal and dispersive powers that he celebrates (�g. 4).
The “social force” of Douglass’s ideas about photography,
Julien reveals, depends on the social force of photography
on which he comments.[46]
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Figure 3. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

 

Figure 4. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

 

Douglass tells his audience that photography allows people
“of all conditions” to “see themselves as others see
them.”[47] Exemplifying this process in idealized fashion
through the auditorium scenes, Lessons of the Hour
presents what ideally amounts to a universal forum for
aesthetic publicity as the very platform where Douglass
makes his oratorial address. Critical aesthetic self-perception
is mediated by others’ perception of the self. He envisions a
collective, reciprocal seeing. Aesthetic publicity is to support
this seeing, as Julien’s montage underscores. But the gaze is
inscribed with racial power-di�erentials. Some gazes wield
an institutional power that other gazes do not. More than
that, seeing selves and seeing others involve intractable
aesthetic mediations that Douglass’s formulation passes
over. These structural complexities become visible in the
contrast between the utopian auditorium setting and sites of
publicity marked by their exclusionary roles.
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Figure 5. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

 

We witness a paradoxical, zero-degree point of publicity as
the ten screens go dark against their red backdrop (�g. 5).
Douglass’s voiceover states that his reading pro�ciency at
times felt like a “curse” rather than a “blessing.” He explains,
also paradoxically, that at those moments, he at all cost
wanted to “get rid of thinking.” Commencing with a small
black-and-white panel, the screens begin to light up again,
accompanied by the whizzing of drones and helicopters. We
watch color images of the present-day Baltimore cityscape
and harbor by night, including a Domino Sugar factory and
Transamerica Corporation o�ce building (�g. 6). And in a
di�erent tonality, an old slave ship. These images are
accompanied by surveillance footage of a Black Lives Matter
protest in Baltimore following the Freddie Gray trial in 2017
(�gs 7 and 8). Publicity’s di�culties stand out. In the
auditorium, Douglass proceeds with his lectures on the
wounds e�ected by slavery, in�icted in part in the slave
ships that in his youth he saw lay in waiting in the Baltimore
harbor, and on the hypocrisy of the Fourth of July holiday.

Figure 6. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

 



Figure 7. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

 

Figure 8. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

 

The contemporary Baltimore imagery, taken from up high
above and depopulated, brings home the coloniality of the
contemporary marketplace and its abstract instrumental
calculus. No less reductive than economic rationality in its
transcoding of human bodies into blips, the surveillance
footage exhibits photography as a tool of racial oppression.
The viewer is alerted to the pitfalls of the collective
photographic project of seeing the self as it is seen by
others. This endeavor perpetuates exclusions and violence,
depending on the powers invested in particular practices of
gazing.[48] And the gazes exercised by a white supremacist
public for a lynching, the nationalist public for a supposedly
patriotic holiday, a historical public for a Micheaux �lm, and
a society constellated around surveillance footage, to
consider some of the audiences indexed by the installation,
carry di�erent kinds of weight. This implies a public calling,
made explicit in the earlier picture salon scenes: When
Douglass’s words on consciousness’s dormancy in the face
of war and slavery resound in the auditorium, he and his
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companions, with whom he has been looking at and
conversing about photographs (�g. 3), turn their gaze toward
the camera. Their direct address to the installation viewer
summons the viewer to the responsibility she exercises in
her use of the power of the gaze.

As Douglass continues to address the temporally disjunctive
public that has assembled in front of his lectern and that the
installation extends to its own audience (�g. 9), Julien plays
out photography’s democratizing capabilities against its
repressive force. Highlighting the question of aesthetic
experience, he leaves the viewer with the job to synthesize
the public forums, public assemblies, and public callings with
which she is confronted and to integrate the ambivalent and
tense multiplicities on display on the ten screens and in the
soundtrack.

Figure 9. Isaac Julien, Lessons of the Hour, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

 

While further articulating Douglass’s view that photographs
can be “good” and “bad,” carry democratizing leverage as
well as induce political slumbering, Lessons enacts this
double-edged power of image-making in a critical manner.
Thus, the installation establishes aesthetic publicity, in a
positive sense, both as a reality and as a summons to the
inclusive public it joins Douglass in fancying. Julien explores
racial con�ict and aesthetic meaning from the perspective of
the platforms for aesthetic publicity hosting philosophical
aesthetics, cultural debates, performances, objects, and
interlocutors.[49] He o�ers the transhistorical and cross-
racial forum of the auditorium as a site of aesthetic publicity
on which we rely to shape aesthetic experience in a manner
that engages its polyvalence and tensions and to
countenance the question of how we wish to build the
points of view we bring to art, society, and the natural
environment.

66..  CCoonncclluussiioonn
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Outlining a decolonial aesthetics, Stuart Hall regards public
spaces and institutions as sites where our identities and
cultures take form, a process he notes should be informed
by contingently emerging aesthetic norms. Nodding toward
the contributions of such norms to cultural orderings, he
creates room where we can see public facets of aesthetic
interaction take e�ect. Indeed, as I have argued, by
considering the functioning of forums of aesthetic publicity
and the roles of di�erent kinds of aesthetic publics, we bring
to light factors of coagulation as well as mobility that bear on
the intersectional dynamics of social di�erence and identity
that Hall tracks. Zeroing in on publicity, we become
acquainted with the contours of critical cultural agency: we
discern ways in which artists and other aesthetic producers
make breaks with or move aslant racial terrorization,
routines of colonialist capitalism, and sti�ing narratives.[50]
The lens of aesthetic publicity acknowledges the mediations
between transparency and opacity and inner and outer
worlds that Douglass implicitly recognizes with his notion of
“the mental atmosphere surrounding us,” which he takes to
be acutely sensitive to photography, and with his famed
vision of the “whole soul of man” as “a sort of picture gallery,
a grand panorama” scrutinized so meticulously by Julien.[51]
Aesthetic publicity nourishes the production of relationships
among social identities and fuels relationally in�ected self-
perception. It supports the creation of manifold, life-
a�rming forms of aesthetic interconnectedness that inspire
new ways of being together, of construing selves, and
engaging in the ordering of cultures. We need to bring the
perspective of publicity to the �eld of contemporary art as
well as to its philosophy.

Insisting on poetry’s ambivalent moral and political standing,
Alicia Borinsky indicates how the frivolous Latina poet, in
collaboration with the audience she craves, resists the
demands of commodi�ed cultural practice and crafts a
public space of address where aesthetic intimacy and self-
re�ection can occur. Isaac Julien o�ers Frederick Douglass
the inclusive public platform he envisions for photography,
thereby countering violent and exclusionary regimes of
technologically and commercially mediated racial existence.
By investigating the registers of publicity invoked by the poet
and �lm/installation maker, I have shown how the more or
less mobile, more or less consolidated aesthetic
interminglings, impurities, and frictions su�using our
identi�cations and cultural stances take shape in an array of
public forums and assemblies. Borinsky and Julien probe
what aesthetically mediated public life amounts to. They
help us grapple with what it has been and can yet become.
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Aesthetic publicity, these artists’ work reveals, holds a �rm
place on the agendas of a decolonial aesthetics.[52]
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[46] Pictures, for Douglass, are “social forces” in the sense
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that they a�ect the heart through the eye. Douglass,
“Lecture on Pictures,” 129.

[47] Roy Fearon as Frederick Douglass in Julien, Lessons of
the Hour; Douglass, “Lecture on Pictures,” 127.

[48] Henry Louis Gates discusses Douglass’s view of the
racist as well as critical political uses of photography in
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. “Frederick Douglass’ Camera Obscura:
Representing the Antislave ‘Clothed and in Their Own Form,’”
in Lessons of the Hour, 109-123, refs on 119-121, 123.
Similarly, Bernier documents Douglass’s insistence on the
medium’s egalitarian as well as persecutory dimensions
(“‘Ten Thousand Agonies,’” 46-48), yet in her illuminating
interpretation of Douglass’s writings and Julien’s installation,
these works adopt a more skeptical view of language’s and
photography’s capacities to give expression to the horrors of
slavery and anti-black racial oppression (49) than in the
reading I develop in this essay. Further complexities of the
e�ort to see the self as others see it have to do with the
workings of formal and stylistic mediation and bodily
performativity. Photography, after all, well exceeds its
workings as an indexical medium, and realist modes
represent only a sliver of it meaning-making capabilities. To
my mind, Julien’s invocation of publicity signals such other
dimensions, which is one of the reasons why his installation
asks to be read in this optic — a perspective that, to my
knowledge, has not yet been pursued in the critical
literature. See also Gates’s “Frederick Douglass’ Camera
Obscura” for an account of the critical rhetorical and visual
strategies with which Douglass meets the cultural imaginary
at his time, in short, for an analysis of the strategies of
address informing his view of photography’s subjective and
objective powers; and Banning and Crichlow on Julien’s
uptake of this approach (“A Grand Panorama,” 15-18).

[49] On Douglass’s philosophy of art and philosophical
aesthetics, see Michael Kelly, “Frederick Douglass’s
Prospective Aesthetic Theory,” Critical Philosophy of Race 9,
no. 2 (2021): 240-69; Bernier, “‘Ten Thousand Agonies;’”
Gonzáles, “Poetics of Attention.”

[50] Similarly, we discern the powers that accrue to these
factors within formations of cultural agency.

[51] Douglass, “Lecture on Pictures,” 130-31. On Julien’s take
on Douglass’s expansive panoramic vision, see Banning and
Crichlow, “A Grand Panorama.”

[52] Special thanks for inspired discussions to the
participants of the “Excavating the Image” seminar on
Lessons of the Hour at Smith College’s Kahn Institute and
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the Smith College Museum of Art in June 2021, and to Emma
Chubb and Alex Keller for organizing the seminar. I’m also
grateful to Norm Holland for his thoughtful comments on
this essay and to the Isaac Julien Studio for permission to
reproduce images from Julien’s �lm and installation.
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